The quiet little chair with BIG features

Opus
p 1

Musicians’ Posture Chair

The ultimate in musician supportive seating, the Opus 1 musicians’ posture chair has an enviable worldwide reputation for encouraging correct posture for all users. Many have attempted to mimic the Opus
chair, but none have matched it.
The unique shape of the chair’s backrest and seat support the spine in the thoracic, lumbar and pelvic
regions, preventing backward rotation of the pelvis under pressure – the most common cause of back
pain. This chair has been highly recommended by Alexander Technique and ergonomic specialists.
Specifications
Seat height:
Seat depth:
Overall width:
Frame:
Weight:

450mm, 470mm or 490mm
460mm
480mm
19mm steel
6 kg

Fully stackable for ease of storage on the Opus storage/transportation trolley and available with
specially designed linking options to facilitate layouts where required. All chairs within the Opus posture
chair range have additional features such as an extensive upholstery colour range, 2 choices of frame
colour and variable seat height options (e.g. harpists generally prefer a lower seat).
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Musicians’ Posture Chair

The Opus 3 musicians’ posture chair offers equal ergonomic brilliance to the Opus 1, using the
same bespoke internal back panel to provide comprehensive spinal support and waterfall
seat front to reduce pressure on the thighs and back of legs. However, a more conservative
approach to other design elements has permitted a superb alternative posture chair at a
slightly lower price than the Opus 1.
Specifications
Seat frame height:
Seat depth:
Overall width:
Frame:
Weight:

450mm, 470mm or 490mm
400mm
400mm
19mm
6kg

Like the Opus 1, the Opus 3 is fully stackable for ease of storage on the Opus
storage/transportation trolley and is available with specially designed linking options to
facilitate layouts where required. All chairs within the Opus posture chair range have
additional features such as an extensive upholstery colour range, 2 choices of frame colour
and variable seat height options.
*Opus 1 Musicians’ Posture Chair™ and Opus 3 Musicians’ Posture Chair™ are Amadeus Performance Equipment trademarks

